Prioritization of infrastructure factors affecting on safety of two-lane roads using proactive and reactive methods (Case study: Ahar-Tabriz road)
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ABSTRACT
Identifying effective infrastructure factors contributed to accidents of two-lane roads based on proactive and reactive methods is one of the ways for increasing road safety. Therefore, the present study is firstly aimed to identify, and prioritize factors affecting accidents on rural road of Ahar-Tabriz using artificial neural network (ANN), TOPSIS and multinomial logistic regression (MNL) models. AHP was used for weighting of criteria and subcriteria in TOPSIS model. Secondly, this study compares the results of priorities in three models based on proactive and reactive methods. The results of ANN model indicated that this model predicts accident severity via 86% in which prioritized factors such as horizontal and vertical curves, percentage of heavy vehicles, pavement condition, road drainage condition, volume of passing cars and use of speed control cameras, respectively. However, TOPSIS model has shown that the priority of the infrastructure factors affecting road safety include drainage condition, pavement condition, use of speed control cameras, horizontal and vertical curves, road signs, percent of heavy cars, road lighting condition, volume of passing cars, and traffic calming, respectively. In addition, MNL model indicated that this model is capable of prediction in accident severity via 74.82% in which pavement condition, use of speed control cameras, road lighting condition, vehicle of passing cars, and road signs are ranked as the most effective factors involved with accidents on rural roads, respectively. Therefore, by making a performance comparison based on Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, T-test analysis, it is found that there is no difference between ANN and MNL models, however, there is a significant difference between TOPSIS and other models. Thus, ANN and MNL models are reactive methods, and TOPSIS model is a proactive method in which the ANN model due to higher accident severity prediction is selected as the best predictive model.
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1. Introduction

Road safety is one of the most challenging issues in the world which has been considered by many road safety organizations. The recent decade in the world focuses on reducing the number of accidents which is called the decade of action for safety. According to the WHO report, annually 1.52 million people are killed by road traffic accidents [1]. In Iran, recently road traffic accidents have been increased significantly in two-lane roads. Regarding this fact, safety researchers and engineers have attempted to identify the influencing factors on accidents by means of reactive and proactive methods for improvement of road safety regarding the accident and observation approaches, respectively [2]. Other studies show that infrastructure factors on roads such as pavement condition, traffic calming, horizontal and vertical curves, road drainage condition, road lighting condition, volume of passing cars, road signs, use of speed control cameras, and percentage of heavy vehicles are identified as the most affecting factors on accident severity in road segments [3-4]. In addition to these studies, two approaches have been proposed by safety researchers for identifying and prioritizing factors contributed to road accidents based on proactive and reactive methods. Proactive methods or observation – based methods refer to models which are questionnaire based study and multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) models have appropriate performance for prioritizing the most causative infrastructure factors on accidents in roads [5]. However, other studies focused on applying reactive approach or accident – based approach such as ANN, and logistic regression models for identifying and prioritizing the most influencing factors on accidents in roads regarding accident dataset. The results indicated that accident-based models are the best predictive models for severity prediction in accident-prone segments and prioritizing important factors contributed to accident frequency [6]. Therefore, in order to reduce number of accidents in accident-prone segments and increase safety in two-lane roads, the present study is first aimed to examine infrastructure factors contributed to accident severity such as property damage only (PDO), injury, and fatality in Ahar-Tabriz road based on the accident dataset from 2016 to 2019. Second, it’s aimed to prioritize infrastructure factors contributed to accident severity by means of reactive approach associated with accident-based method such as artificial neural network (ANN) and multinomial logistic (MNL) models and proactive method including TOPSIS model associated with observation-based approach. At the end, a performance comparison based on Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, T-test analysis is taken into consideration for selecting the best predictive model.

2. Methodology

In order to prioritize the infrastructure factors influencing on accident severity in Ahar-Tabriz road, the accident dataset include 846 accidents in which 561 accidents are related to PDO-injury and 285 accidents are belonged to fatality from 2016 to 2019. Further, after examination of Ahar-Tabriz road, 45 homogenous segments with the same condition in each segment regarding the infrastructure variables are classified based on the number of accidents and geometric characteristics. Thus, regarding the accident severity and infrastructure variables, two approaches such as reactive method including ANN, and MNL models and proactive method such as TOPSIS model are proposed.

2.1. ANN model

ANN model is one of the most popular models in road accident severity prediction regarding factors contributed to accidents [6-7]. ANN consists of input layer, hidden layer, and output layer via training and testing dataset regarding the prediction performance. In order to apply this model for accident severity prediction based on the employed variables, root mean square error (RMSE) and sensitivity measures are used according to the dataset. Thus, the best ANN model is selected based on the minimum error and maximum prediction performance [7].

2.2. TOPSIS

TOPSIS is a MCDM model in which is based on the questionnaire survey and experts’ opinions in the field [5]. In this model, for weighting criteria and sub criteria considering the factors, Shannon entropy method or analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method are applied. Then, Likert’s scale is taken into consideration for converting the qualitative measures to quantitative measures into the questionnaire survey for the experts [8].

2.3. MNL model

MNL model is a probabilistic accident perdition model that is taken into consideration based on the variables employed in the model. Further, the probability values of the model depend on the independent variables. If the probability has values less than 0.5, the accident severity is PDO-injury. However, for values higher than 0.5, the accident severity is fatality [9].

3. Results and Discussion

After applying the proposed models in prioritizing the infrastructure factors contributed to road accidents, the results of each model are described as follows.

3.1. ANN model

The ANN models for selecting the optimum number of variables regarding the RMSE and sensitivity analysis are made among ANN models including the structure of A and B via 70% training, 15% testing, and 15%, and 600% training, 20% testing, and 20% validation, respectively. It’s found that optimum ANN model is
identified as ANN, via accident severity prediction about 86% with RMSE equals 0.6590 and including 6 input variables and 3 hidden neuron layers. Thus, regarding the model, the most influencing factors on accident severity in two-lane roads are characterized as horizontal and vertical curves, percentage of heavy vehicles, pavement condition, road drainage condition, volume of passing cars and use of speed control cameras, respectively.

3.2. TOPSIS

TOPSIS model is utilized based on the questionnaire survey conducted by experts in road safety regarding the four criteria including utility, effectiveness, conceptual, implementation criteria, and 13 subcriteria such being economical, and relation with hidden costs of accidents for utility criterion, relation with goads in road safety, relation with safety policy, predictive capability and conductive for future safety improvement, and relation with road life cycle for effectiveness criterion, ecofriendly, consistency, and clarity for conceptual criterion, being measurable, difficulty in implementation of road improvement, having professional experts in safety, and having relevant technology and equipment for road improvement for implementation criterion regarding 9 infrastructure factors. In TOPSIS model, all of the considered indices are weighted using AHP method and Likert's scale. Thus, the results of TOPSIS model show that drainage condition, pavement condition, use of speed control cameras, horizontal and vertical curves, road signs, percent of heavy cars, road lighting condition, volume of passing cars, and traffic calming are ranked as the most influencing factors on rural road accidents, respectively.

3.3. MNL model

Regarding using MNL model in identification and prioritization of factors contributed to accident severity based on the maximum chance values, coefficients, Z-values and P-values, it's found that prediction performance of the MNL model in accident severity is 74.82% in which factors such as pavement condition, use of speed control cameras, road lighting condition, volume of passing cars, and road signs are ranked as the most causative factors involved in accidents.

4. Conclusions

The results of MLP model in prioritizing the most important factors contributed to road accidents indicated that the model is capable of predicting accident severity roughly 86% in which factors such as horizontal and vertical curves, percentage of heavy vehicles, pavement condition, road drainage condition, volume of passing cars and use of speed control cameras, respectively. In addition to MLP model, MNL is capable of prediction in accident severity via 74.82% resulted in prioritizing the factors affecting on accident severity such pavement condition, use of speed control cameras, road lighting condition, volume of passing cars, and road signs, respectively. However, TOPSIS model showed that the priority of the infrastructure factors affecting road safety include drainage condition, pavement condition, use of speed control cameras, horizontal and vertical curves, road signs, percent of heavy cars, road lighting condition, volume of passing cars, and traffic calming, respectively. Further, the results of the performance comparison based on Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, T-test analysis showed that there is no difference between ANN and MNL models, however, there is a significant difference between TOPSIS and other models. Thus, ANN and MNL models are reactive methods, and TOPSIS model is a proactive method in which the ANN model due to having higher accident severity prediction is selected as the best predictive model.
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